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MISSILES MAY BE SHOWN AT SCIENCE FAIR

An Army "Air Defense" exhibit, which may include two missiles, will be a special feature of the Montana Science Fair at Montana State University, Missoula, April 11 and 12, according to Dr. R. A. Diettert, botany professor and director of the fair.

Lt. Col. William J. Lewis of the Army ROTC at the University arranged with the Army for the exhibit. Capt. Rodney B. Gilbertson, ROTC instructor, will be the local project officer in charge of the exhibit, which will take up 44 x 46 feet of space.

CONTEST FOR HIGH SCHOOL WRITERS SLATED

Venture, campus literary magazine at Montana State University, Missoula, cooperating with the MSU student government, is conducting a creative writing contest for high school students in Montana.

Cash awards will be given for the best manuscript in each of three divisions: original short story, $15, original nonfiction, $10, and original poem, $5. The winning entries will be published in an issue of Venture tentatively scheduled for printing June 1. Second and third place winners in each division will receive honorable mention in the same issue.

This competition is a challenge not only to students but to the high-school English teachers who supervise their work. An English teacher could receive no better reward than seeing the work of one of his students in print, according to Dick Brooking of Livingston, Venture editor.